Stuart Wilson and Jeremy Tempel totally rebuilt this 1970’s New Holland self-propelled bale handler. This is what it looked like when they brought ithome.

When it was finished, bale wagon looked like a new machine. The two men now use the
bale handler in their custom baling business.

“Like New” Rebuilt SP Bale Wagon
When Stuart Wilson and Jeremy Tempel went
looking for a new self-propelled bale wagon,
they quickly learned they’d have to shell out
about $150,000. Instead, they bought a used
mid 1970’s New Holland self-propelled
wagon and completely rebuilt it.
The two men operate a custom baling business in which they sell small square bales,
mostly to the horse market. “Much of the
original wagon was worn out so bad there
was almost nothing left. There were a lot of
parts that we couldn’t buy from New Holland so we had to make them ourselves. Now
it looks much like a modern bale wagon,”
says Wilson, of Glenpoll, Oklahoma. “We
spent a total of about $10,000, including the
$2,400 purchase price.”
They went online to find the self-propelled
New Holland 1048 bale wagon, which was
equipped with a cab and bale pickup on front
and powered by a 361 cu. in. Ford V-8. engine. The seller wanted to part the wagon out,
but Wilson offered to buy the entire machine.
He then drove to Moses Lake, Wash., and
hauled the wagon home on a trailer behind
his pickup. The two men worked on the
wagon all winter and finished rebuilding it
last June.
The bale pickup was almost completely
worn out. “We spent three weeks grinding
and rebuilding the pickup’s frame and another
week rebuilding the mouth where the bale
pickup attaches to the wagon,” says Wilson.
The arms that raise and lower the pickup
were broken so they rebuilt them. “The arms
have to be exactly located and their pivot

angle has to be perfect, so it took quite a while
to get all the geometry just right,” says Wilson.
They also welded up all the cracks in the
cab and repainted it. And they rebuilt the engine.
The wagon was originally equipped with
thin plywood sides which were replaced with
horizontal lengths of 2 by 6-in. channel iron.
They built a new tine arch at the front end of
the wagon that keeps bales from falling forward off the wagon once it’s full.
A rolling rack with steel tines is used to
group 12 bales together and then roll them to
the back of the wagon. The rack was originally controlled by a spring and cable return
system but it was worn out, so they replaced
the system with a 6-ft. long hydraulic cylinder.
The radiator was originally mounted between the cab and pickup where the screen
could easily get clogged up with hay and
grass. The radiator fan was shaft-driven and
didn’t do a good job of cooling the engine,
so they replaced it with a radiator off a Ford
F-350 pickup. They moved the radiator to one
side of the wagon on back, where the fuel
tank was originally mounted. They also
mounted an electric fan to provide better cooling. “The electric fan always runs at full
speed, whether the engine is idling or going
at full throttle,” says Wilson.
They moved the fuel tank to the opposite
side of the wagon, just ahead of the rear
wheel.
The wagon’s hydraulic system was still in

Home-built, loader-mounted bale clamp is used to move bales into barn. It grabs 12
bales at a time and can stack them up to 14 ft. high.
good shape. However, every moving part and “The entire clamp weighs only about 350 lbs.
every bearing on it was worn out, says Wil- It’s the same size as commercical bale clamps
son. “We had to make our own bearings and but weighs a lot less.”
The clamp’s arms are made from 2 by 6,
bushings for all the pivot points on the table
and pickup. There were a lot of parts that we 14-ga. C-channel, welded together to make
a 4-sided tube. “It’s real thin, but it’s very
couldn’t buy from New Holland.”
The wagon’s flatbed is designed to tilt strong,” says Wilson. The bale clamp arms
down to the ground and has four big tines on pin onto the loader arms. A single cylinder is
back. A push-off foot is used to push the bales connected to four shafts that make all the
hooks turn together at the same time. Two
back off the tines.
They stack the bales outside a barn and more cylinders are used to pivot the arms.
“We spent about $1,200 to build the clamp.
later use a home-built, loader-mounted bale
clamp to move them into the barn. It grabs Commercial ones sell for about $4,000,”
12 bales at a time and can stack them up to notes Wilson.
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Stuart
14 ft. high. “We need a small tractor to get
into the barn, but all the commercial bale Wilson, 16701 S. 33rd West Ave., Glenpoll,
clamps were too heavy for our Massey Okla. 74033 (ph 918 519-3267; bluesky
Ferguson 243 50 hp tractor,” says Wilson. oklahoma@yahoo.com).

Nesting Box Attracts Rodent-Eating Owls
John Gibson had a problem with gophers and
squirrels on his 150-acre cherry farm near
Lodi, Calif. He didn’t want to use synthetic
materials such as poisonous baits and liquids
to solve the problem, so he started making
nesting boxes for owls. They worked out so
well he has turned the idea into a successful
business.
“It lets you control rodents in an environmentally friendly way without spending a lot
of money. Owls nest in tree cavities and old
woodpecker holes, but they will readily use
nest boxes like the ones I provide. On average one barn owl will eat about 1,000 rodents

per year,” says Gibson.
The Hooters Hotels Owl Box is designed
for barn and horned owls. Two models are
available, one measuring 24 by 36 in. and
the other 24 by 28 in.
The wooden boxes are designed to mount
on a pole or tree 12 to 14 ft. above the ground.
Cedar wood shavings should be placed in the
bottom of the box for use as nesting material. A small door on one side can be opened
to clean out the box once a year. Gibson recommends one nesting box for every 10 to 15
acres.
A large roof provides extra protection

against rain, snow and sun. Large holes are
cut into the top of the box to let air in.
The 24 by 36-in. owl nesting box sells for
$259 plus S&H; the 24 by 28-in. model for
$299 plus S&H. Gibson says he also plans to
soon offer a smaller box for barns and perching in big trees.
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, John
Gibson, 1236 Winerose Court, Lodi, Calif.
95242 (ph 209 603-3225; jlgibsoninc@
yahoo.com; www.premiumowlboxes.com).

Homemade Owl House Protects Orchard
“I built this Barn Owl nesting house to diminish the gopher population that was destroying the tree watering system in my orchard,” says Maurice Leighton of Placerville,
Calif. “It works wonderfully. I’ve had two
and possibly three hatchings of young owls
in it, and I haven’t had any more breaks in
my water lines.”
He explains that gophers had been chew-

ing through polyurethane water lines that
serve his 500-tree orchard.
Only a few months after he built and installed the nest box, he says owls moved in.
Leighton got the idea for the owl nest box
after reading an article, which led him to the
University of California, Davis, where blueprints are made available to the public.
You can order plans from: University of

California, Davis, ID# 4225, California Raptor Center, School of Veterinary Medicine,
#1 Shields Ave., Davis, Calif. 95616 (ph 530
752-6091).
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup,
Maurice R. Leighton, 6560 Lindberg Ave.,
Placerville, Calif. 95667 (ph 530 626-0965).
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Hooters Hotels Owl Box is designed for
barn and horned owls. A large roof provides extra protection against rain, snow
and sun.

Wood nest is
designed to
mount on a
pole or tree
12 to 14 ft.
above the
ground.

